DRAFT

1st and 2nd April 2019

Agenda
Day One
University of Westminster, 309 Regent Street, London, W1B 2HW. Nearest Tube: Oxford Circus

13.00 Registration and tea/coffee
13.30 Starting out: Welcome from University of Westminster.
Introduction to ‘She is Still Sustainable’: Penny Walker, Alina Congreve and Claire Kneller.
Sustainability and women – speaker from University of Westminster, tbc.
Our life stories: the story so far– sharing our stories.
Keynote – Sara Parkin OBE on her life in sustainability. Sara is former European Green
Party spokesperson, Founder-Director and Trustee of Forum for the Future, author of The
Positive Deviant: Sustainability leadership in a perverse world and founder of the
Sustainability Literacy Project.
15.15 Speed networking and tea/coffee
A chance to get to know one another in a speed networking session
16.00 What difference do our differences make? Becky Willis, co-founder of She is Sustainable
on gender and the workplace, Bev Milner Simonds on supporting LGBT+ diversity. Other
speaker (tbc) on racial diversity. Plus questions and discussion.
Our life stories - what difference have we made? Celebrating our collective
achievements.
Group reflections, confirm arrangements for Day Two
18.00 Leave for vegetarian dinner at Tibits, where we will hear from Dr Joanna Wimpenny, coauthor of Ten Thousand Birds: Ornithology Since Darwin. Jo will tell us about “Dragons and
hellcats: pioneering women in the history of ornithology”. Ornithology's history is long and
male-dominated. Yet, several pioneering women overcame the obstacles and made
ground-breaking contributions in their fields. Largely forgotten today, Jo will tell their
stories.
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Day Two
University of Westminster, 309 Regent Street, London, W1B 2HW. Nearest Tube: Oxford Circus

08.30 Tea and coffee
9.00

Checking in
Looking after ourselves while we look after everything else.
We will hear from Solitaire Townsend, Co-Founder of Futerra, Co-founder of She is
Sustainable, author of The Happy Hero: How to Change Your Life by Changing the World
and from Sophy Banks psychotherapist and co-developer of the Transition Town
Movement's 'inner transition' philosophy who will explore patterns that help us to create
healthy human culture for ourselves, our projects and the wider world.

Our life stories – what’s still to come? Planning what we will be doing next.
11.00 Tea and coffee
11.15 Open Space session
A chance to suggest discussion topics and talk in smaller groups.
What’s next – closing session including discussion about how to keep in touch and how to
organise your own She is Still Sustainable event.
1.00

Lunch

2pm

End

With many thanks to the University of Westminster for their
generous sponsorship of the venue for She is Still Sustainable.

